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Optimal switching for an abstract Cauchy problem is considered. A type of 
approximating problems with value functions {u,,, n 2pa} is tudied. We prove that 
each up is the unique viscosity solution of corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi system, 
that up converges to the value function u of the original problem as p goes to co, 
and that, via u, an optimal control for the switching problem is determined. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a system whose state ismodeled by the solution of aparabolic 
partial differential equ tion, or more generally by an abstract Cauchy 
problem, determined at each moment by one of m different co rol settings. 
Suppose further that we repeatedly change these settings as the system 
evolves soas to minimize a running cost, but incur thereby a positive 
switching cost each time we change the setting. Theproblem is to deter- 
mine an optimal control. 
This problem is amenable to dynamic programming techniques. We 
define each value function Us, x E X (X is the state space for the Cauchy 
problem, some Banach space), do A = { 1,2, .. HZ>, to be the intinum ofthe 
costs aken over all controls with initial setting d, iven that he state starts 
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at the point x. We will see that finding an opimal control reduces tofinding 
the value functions z/(x), dEA. 
This problem has been studied byDolcetta and Evans [S] in the case 
of a system governed byan ordinary differential equ tion. Thecase of a 
system governed bya stochastic differential equ tion has been discussed by 
Evans and Friedman [9], Lenhart and Belbas [111, and Lions [121. 
Hamilton-Jacobi equations in infinite dimensions have been studied by
Barbu and DaPatro [l, 21 and Di Blasio [6]. Recently, Crandall and 
Lions tudied the viscosity solutions f Hamilton-Jacobi equations in 
infinite dimensions [3-51. We note that he results of [3] are not directly 
applicable to our problem since our Hamiltonian does not satisfy thecon- 
ditions a sumed in [3] due to the term (p, Ax) (see Section 2 for nota- 
tions). To overcome this difficulty, we approximate thoriginal problem by
some “nice” problems for which we can apply the technique of Crandall 
and Lions. Itturns out that he value function u of the original switching 
problem is the limit of the value functions up of the approximating 
problems. Andeach up is the unique viscosity solution of the corresponding 
Hamilton-Jacobi system. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let us define anadmissible control c1to be a sequence ofswitching times 
8, and control settings d,:
ct= {O,, d,},Lo, 
where 
8, EL-0, + 33 I, o=e,<e,< “‘,e,+ ‘x 
d,EA-{1,2 ,..., m} d,#d,- ,, if O,< +cc 
(i=O, 1,2, ..). 
For each dE /i we define &“, the set of all admissible controls with initial 
setting d: 
&‘= { CI 1c( is an admissible control, d, = d 1 
Let X be a Banach space. For the sake of Section 6,we make the 
following assumptions  X: 
(Al ) X has the Radon-Nikodym property (cf. [7]). 
(A2) There xist K > 0, and a function 
v:x+ [O, 00) 
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such that 
;I4 <v(x)<Klxl, VXEX, 
and Dv(x) exists except a x = 0, and 
IMx)l dK VxfO. 
These assumptions areessentially the same as those in [3]. We know 
that if X is a Hilbert space, then (Al) and (A2) hold with v(x) = 1x1. Also, 
for any reflexive Banach space, (Al )is satisfied (cf.[7]). 
Consider the infinitesimal generator A of some C,-semigroup in X. We 
assume that here exists ano 2 0, such that 
IeAt <ewr, t > 0. (2.1) 
Also, consider a given mapping : X x n + X, satisfying 
I& 41 G L, I&, 4 - s(i, 41 < L Ix -iI (2.2) 
for some L>O and all x, VEX, LIE/~. 
For each given x E X, LIE /1, and 01 EJ&, the response of the system to the 
control a is the unique continuous solution y,( .) =y,,,( .)of the abstract 
Cauchy problem 
$ v.r(t) = AL(t) +gcY.,(t), 4)l c-e,,, 
Y,(O +0) = x, Y.Y(e, + 0) = Y,(e, - 0) 
i=o, 1,2, ... 
WE) 
Corresponding to each such control and associated response w consider 
the cost index 
J:(a) = 1 
[ 
1”’ f(y,(s), d,- I)e-RS ds +k(d,- ,, d,)eC”” , 
,,, hI 1 (2.3) 
where, L is a given positive constant, f: Xx A + [w is the running cost, and 
the constant k(d, a) is the cost of switching from setting d to a (d, 2~ A). 
We assume that 
If(x, 41<L, lf(x,d)-f(~,d)l~LI~-~l~ (0<6<1) (2.4) 
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for all x, .t EX, de A, and also 
k(d, apa,>o if d#a; k(d,d)=O, 
k(d, ;I) < k(d, ci) + k(d, a), d#d#a;. 
(2.5 1 
Finally, foreach d= A and x E X, define the value function 
Our goal is to determine for each x E X, dE A an optimal control 
c1* =c(* Edd, such that ‘i
24qxr) = Jfi(ci*). (2.7) 
3. PROPERTIESOF VALUE FUNCTION;DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING; 
OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Suppose u(x) is the value function defined by(2.6). We have 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) For any XEX, de A, 
ld(x)l 6 L/i.. (3.1 ) 
(ii) For each y with 
O<y<min 
A 
1 I 
-6. 
L+w’ 
there xists a constant C,, such that 
Id(X) - Ud(2)l < c, Ix - i/‘, x, .<E X, de A. (3.2) 
Proof: (i) Follows directly from (2.3), (2.4), and (2.6) (cf. [S]). 
(ii) For any M= (e,, d,}pCEoEszz”, we denote 
w,(t) = f d,xce,,e,+,,W 
I=0 
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Then, for x, i E X, one has 
Iv.x(t) - Ya(f)l Q V’(x -i)l + J; leA”-“k(Y.Y(~h w(t)) 
- g(y,b), w (r))) I dr
<e”‘lx-il +f~Le”“‘-‘)ly,(r) - y.,(r)1 dT.
By Gronwall’s inequality, 
ly,(t)-y.<(f)l s lx--le(L+w)t, t 20. 
Then, as in [8], we have for 0< y < min{A/(L +w), S} that 
(3.3) 
=n-y;;+w) L-4’, 
for any a E JC?~. Thus (3.3) follows. i 
Remark. If 6 = 1, A > L + o, then Us is Lipschitz continuous. 
The following lemma states the optimality conditions f dynamic 
programming. 
LEMMA 3.2. For each d E A, x E X, 
ud(x) < yj; (u”(x) + k@, d)); (3.4) 
~~(x)<~~f(y~(),d)e-~“ds+u~(y,(t))e~”, (3.5) 
for all t2 0, where, dy,(s)/ds = Ay,(s) + g(y,(s), d), 0 <s d t, y,(O) =x. 
If urthermore, for some x,, EX, a strict inequality holds in (3.4), then there 
exists a t, = t, > 0, such that 
ud(xo) = s ‘f(y.Js), d)e-“” ds + ud(y.v,,(t))e-“‘, 
t E [0, to]. (3.6) 
0 
The proof is almost the same as that of Proposition 3.2 of [S]. 
From now on, we denote 
M”[u](x) = y-j; (d(x) + k(d, a,,, de/l,xEX. (3.7) 
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Next, let us define rx* = (07, dr*};Co~ d”, a natural candidate for 
optimal control: 
o,*=o, d,*=d, 
e;* =
i 
inf(t > 0,*_, 1 ~~zl(yJt)) = ZkP~I[z4](y,(t))), 
+a, if the above set is empty, (3.8) 
I 
min{dEA, d#dl*_,, Md~l[u](y,(O~)) 
d: = =Ud(l’r(~l*))+k(d,*,,d)), if 0,* < +ccl, 
45 , , if f3,*= +CO. 
THEOREM 3.3. The control c(* defined by(3.8) is admissible andit is an 
optimal control. 
Proof: Suppose t?,* < co. We claim that 
~d~(l,,cv), < ~d~cu1(yx(8r*)). (3.9) 
If it were not true, then 
u”*(y,(e,*)) = MdF[u](y.(8;*)) = ud$y.(d,*)) + k(d,*, d *+ ,). 
Thus, by (2.5), 
u“++K+)) = ud+Qfl;)) + k(d,? ,, d,*) 
=a “=I(Y.(e,*))+k(d,*,d,*+,)+k(d;* ,,d,*) 
>ad~I(y.~(eP))+k(d,*_l.d,*+,), 
which contradicts (3.4). Hence, (3.9) holds and from which we have 
Q,*, 1 >OF, if O,*< +zc. (3.10) 
Now, similar to [8], we can get 
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Thus, by (3.1), 
2 k(d,t,, dF)eciO:+. 
1=1 
Note that d,* 1 #d,*, by (2.5), we get 0,* + +cc and 
f k(d,t I, d,*)e-“O: <y. 
r=l 
Thus, a* E dd. Also 
ud(x) = f 
r=l 
Joy:, f(y,(s), di*_ ,)eeAs ds+ k(d,t 1, d,*)e-“‘: 1 = J$a*). 
That is, a* is optimal. 1 
Set 
f k(d ,-,, d,)ec”8’<F 
,=I 
Then, it is clear that if oi Ed” is any optimal control, then 
oi E&Id. 
Hence, we also have 
Ud(X) = .rlld J:(a). 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
4. APPROXIMATION 
Let A, be the Yosida’s approximation of A,i.e., 
A,=pA(p-A)-‘, 
where p> w 2 0. Then, see [13], for example, for any w,, >w there exists 
,u~>o, such that 
leAp’l < ew’, t>O,p>po. (4.1) 
In what follows, e fix pO, o0 as above, and only consider ~2po. We 
know that 
A,x + Ax, as p+co,Vx~D(A), (4.2) 
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and 
eApr + eArx, as p--+ oo,V.u~X, 
uniformly in t in any compact set of [0, w ). 
(4.3 ) 
We define 
(4.4 
Then, we set 
&A-4 = A,G,,(x), vx E x. (4.5 
Following proposition is bvious. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For any x, .f EX, d E A, 
lA,(x)l < IA,1 .min(p, Ix1 1, (4.6 1 
IA,(x) - A’,(i)1 d 2IA,l Ix- II. (4.7 1 
Now, let us consider the following 
f .t”Xt) = &,(,W,) + dyt(O, 4 1, Q,<t<fi,+, 
(PDE),, 
y:(o) = x, YP,(~,) = Y”,(e, - 01, i> 1 
Jtd(a) = C Jo’ f( y”,(z), d,+,)e-‘.’ dz + k(d,- 1, d,)e-“‘I . (4.8) 
121 0, -~ I 1 
Then. we define 
u;(x) = &lf&yd(a) 
(4.9) 
u,(x) = (u;(x), . .) up)). 
It is clear that all the results of Section 3 hold for u,(x) with III replaced by 
oO. The goal of this ection is to prove the following 
THEOREM 4.2. For any x E X, d E A, 
lim U;(X) = ud( x). (4.10) 
p -+ %
To prove this theorem, we need some lemmas. First, we have the 
following 
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LEMMA 4.3. For any T > 0 and x E X, there xists a @(T, x) > 0, such 
that for all c1 Edd, p 2 fi( T, x), 
Y:(t) = ext), t E co, r1, (4.11) 
where, yt( .) is the solution f(PDE), and z:( .) is the solution f
-$ z”,(t) = A,z:(t) + gWXt), 4 ), e,<t<e,,,, 
(PDE); 
z!#) = 4 z:te, I= zt(~, - 019 i> 1. 
Proof: From Proposition 4.1 and (2.2), we see that he solution y!j-) 
of (PDE), globally exists for any 01 Edd. We set 
O<h(r)=~~min(--&. l)dr<r. (4.12) 
Then, the operators e -h(‘)Afi, ehc’)‘p arewell defined and C’ in t. Hence, 
noting (4.4) and (PDE),, we have (letting w,(t) = ZraO d,XCe,,++,,(t)) 
$4.3) = &(YW) + dY3tL w,(t)) 
= h’(t) A, y:(t) + g(y”,(t)> w,(t)). 
Thus, one has 
Hence, 
(e- h(‘)Ap y”,( t))’= e -h”)Ap g(y<( t), wg( t)), 
e-h’t)A, y:(t) -x = 
s 
’ e-h(t)Aeg( y”,(T), w,(7)) dz. 
0 
1 y:(t)1 Q lehCtbApxI + 
s ’ leA~(h(‘)-h(r))g(y~(r), w,(t))( dz 0 
< eooh(O ,x, + j; ,re~o'~(')b~'~)) d7 
\ 
Now, if we take, for given T> 0, x E X, 
,C(T,x)= /xl+& ewoT, 
( > 
(4.13) 
then, by the uniqueness of the solution of (PDE)&, we obtain (4.11). 1 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let q>O, XEX, CC= {6,,d,},ao, ii={8,,ri,],ao~.dd, such 
that 
d,=(i,, i b 0, 
0 d 4, - 8, c v, i 2 0, 
and8,<8,,,, whenever 4,<8, +1 i > 0. Let z:(. ) and Sll,( ) hethe trajectories 
of (PDE); corresponding to LI and oi. Then 
[z”,(t) - s:(t)1 < 2Li,(t) rje”““+““, t 30, (4.14) 
where, i (t)=inf(iItd8,}. 
Proof For simplicity, we drop and x in zf( .) and ?J. ). Set 
w,(t)= 1 d,x~e,.e,+Jt)~ 
120 
wa(t)= c d,xce,,s,,,,(O 
,20 
Then, for t E [0, T], T> 0, 
(e.4Jpr) k(z(r), w,(7))- g(i(r), uti(r)))l d7 
“-“lg(i(s), W,(T)) - g(i(t), wJs))l dT
I 
I 
QL 
0 
e”O”-“(z(r)--(T)l &+‘f’js’2Le’“O(“‘& 
,=, 6 
s 
, 
dL ewo(t-r) I=(r) - i(z)1 h + 2Lqi,( T)e”O’. 
0 
Thus, by Gronwall’s inequality, 
/z(t) -if(t)1 < 2Li,(T) qe”““+L”, rE [0, T]. (4.15) 
Then, (4.14) follows. g 
Let us introduce forn > 0, 
Je= (a= {e,, d ),,, EddIe,=j/2n,forsomeja0}. (4.16) 
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LEMMA 4.5. For any x E X, d E A, n > 0, and T > 0, there exists a ji 3 pO, 
such that for any a E &f there xists oiE J&, such that 
K e - i.T 
IJ.pd(a)-J.~qd(ql G--T+2L- 
2” II ’ QP2fiP, (4.17) 
where K, is a constant independent of n, p, and a. 
Proof: For a= (O,,d,),,,,=dd, we take oi= {~,,(~,},~,EJxID~,~ so that 
the conditions f Lemma 4.4 hold with q = l/2”. Then, we have (note 
LXE~’ and (3.11)) 
f k(d,_,, d )(e~‘el-e-“slO) < f k(dipl, d )2(8,-B,)e-“‘~<$. 
r=l ,=l 
(4.18) 
By setting E,(T) = max { i It?,< T}, we have 
Thus, 
i,(T)<se”‘. 
0 
(4.19) 
Then, we take ji =fi( T,x) as in (4.13). By Lemma 4.3 and 4.4, we have 
(note i,(T)=inf{iI T<e,}<i,(T)+ 1) 
i 
T 
d L Izf(s) - it(s)1 e-“” ds 
0 
+ joT If(zz(s), w,(s)) -f(z$(s), w (s))le-“s ds + 2L F 
Then, combining this with (4.18), we obtain (4.17). m 
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LEMMA 4.6. For any XEX, dEA, n>O, and T>O, 
lim y”,(t) = y,(t), (4.20) 
PAa 
uniformly in(CI, t)E dt x [0, T]. 
Proof: For any c( EJS’~, welet w,(f) = C,“=O d,Xce,,e,A,,(r). Then, for any 
(a. t) Ecd: xCO, Tl, 
G I(e A,* -,A’ )x1 + ji I(eAJ--r’-e,4”~m ‘I) g(y,(T), w,(t))1 dT
b”,(t) - Y xl(r )Id7. 
By Gronwall’s inequality, 
Iz”( t)- y,( t)l <ewo’ II [RZ(,)+Lj‘oiR;(r)e~“-~“df], (4.21) 
where 
R;(t)= I(eAfi’-e At)XI +j; l(eA,‘r~r’-eA”~~r’)g(y~(7), W,(T))1 dr. 
By (4.3), we can conclude that for fixed a, 
lim R;(t)=O, uniformly in tE [0, T]. (4.22) 
p+cc 
Now, we note that {wr( .)I ro, T1 I a E&:} is a finite set. Hence, for xgiven. 
idYx(.), fi’,(.))I[O,T]I a~&:) is a finite s t in L”([O, T], X). Thus our 
conclusion f llows from (4.21) and Lemma 4.3. m 
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 4.2. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By the proof of Lemma 4.6, we see that for fixed 
a E dd, y:(t) + y,(t) as p + co uniformly in tin any compact set. Thus, by 
the Dominated Convergence Th orem, 
lim J.td(a) = J.:(a), Va E A?~. (4.23) 
fi-= 
40!2/138/2-10 
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Hence, we have 
It follows that 
- 
lim u:(x) < u”(x), VXEX, UEA. (4.24) 
M-z 
Conversely, for any E > 0, let T> 0 be such that 
Then, let n> 0 be large enough such that 
KT & 
2”<4’ 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
where K, is determined in Lemma 4.5. By Lemma 4.6, we see that 
lim J.pd(oi) = .I:(&), (4.27) 
P-J; 
uniformly in oi EXI,“. Hence, there exists a ji, such that for p2 p, 
IJ.pd(Oi) - J,d(oi)l < f 
4’ 
voi EAd,“. (4.28) 
Then, for any 01 E8, take oi EA?‘: as in Lemma 4.5. One has 
Lu”(x)-;c, vuE d-4 
Then, by (3.12), we have 
U$X)2Ud(X)-$&, pap. (4.29) 
Then, (4.10) follows from (4.24) and (4.29). 1 
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5. VISCOSITY SOLUTION 
Let ~12 p,,. Consider the following system of Hamilton-Jacobi equations. 
max{M(x)- (ozld(x), Alp(x)+ g(x, d)) -f‘(x, d), 
vd(x) - Md[v](x)} = 0, x E x, dE A. 
(HJ I,, 
We denote BUC(X)“’ to be the space of bounded, uniformly continuous 
R”-valued functions  X. As in [S], we introduce thfollowing. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A function u =(a’, . .9) E BUC(X)m is called a
viscosity solution of (HJ),, provided for each dE ,4 and each 4E C(X), if 
6 4 attains a local maximum (minimum) at x0 E X, and I++ is Frechet 
differentiable at x0, then 
max{~~“(.d- (W(x,), ~,(-G,) + g(x,, 4) -fb, 4, 
lld(Xo) - Md[v](xo)) d 0 (20). 
(5.1 1 
LEMMA 5.2. The value function up= (ut, .. UT) is a Cscosit~~ solution f
(HJ),. 
Proof: By an analog of Lemma 3.1, we have up E BUC(X)*. Now, let 
4 E C(X), and assume that for some dE A, u;f - 4 attains a local maximum 
at x0 E X, and 4 is Frtchet differentiable at x0. Then, 
ujl(xcl- dxcl) 3 u;(Y:,w) - $(.v”,,(t)). (5.2) 
for all sufficiently sma lt >0. Then, by an analog of (3.5) wehave 
u,“hJ -qw&(t)) 1 ’ * I -1 
t 
+;jo f(y$(s), d)e-“” ds-u$(Sv’:,(t))b. 
We apply (5.2) and then send t10 to obtain from (PDE), that 
~u$(x,)- <~hd, I,- gb,, 4) <fbo, 4. 
Since uz(xO) < Md[u,](x,) according to (the analog of) (3.4), we see that 
(5.1) holds for one case. Now, let us look at the other case, namely, uz- 4 
attains a local minimum at x,, and 4 is Frechet differentiable. Then, 
$2x0) -dbo) s u$(y”,,W) - @(J?&(t)), 
for all sufficiently sma lt >0. If 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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then we are done. Suppose (5.4) isnot true. Then, by an analog of (3.6), 
we have 
for all sufficiently sma lt >0. Recalling (5.3) and sending t 10, we obtain 
q%xo) - (Wx,), Jqlbo) + dx,, 4) 2f(%, 4. 
That completes the proof. 1
To close this section, we make the following remark. Itis clear that if the 
value function U(X) =(u’(x), . . urn(x)) of our original switching problem is 
C’, then it satisfies th  following Hamilton-Jacobi system 
max{lud(x) - <Dud(x), Ax + g(x, d)) -f(x, d), 
u”(x) - Md[u](x)} = 0, XED(A), dEA. (HJ) 
6. UNIQUENESS 
In this ection, we are going to prove the uniqueness of the viscosity 
solutions f (HJ),. Our proof below is essentially reminiscent of the proof 
given in [S]. But some necessary changes have to be made since we are 
now in a infinite dimensional space. First, let us give the following 
LEMMA 6.1. Under the conditions imposed inSection 2, there exists y:
X+ R, /3: Xx X -+ R, which are C’, and such that 
Y(O) = 1, Ody(x)G 1, IDY(X)l <c, VXEX 
Y(X) =0, if Ix1 21, (6.1) 
sup{y(x): 1x12 s} < 1, VE > 0. 
m 0) = 1, 0 < D(x, Y) G 1, PJb, Y)l, pvm, Y)l Gc, vx, YE JG 
m, Y) = 0, if (x, Y)4B, 2 ((4 Y)EXXXI lx12+ l.Y12< I}, (6.2) 
sup{B(x, y): lx12 + IA2 a2} < 1, V&>O. 
The proof is obvious. 
For the notational simplicity, we drop the subscripts p in u,,. 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose u = (u’ ,. . urn) is any uiscosity solution of (HJ),. 
Then, 
Ud(X) < Md[ul(x), XEX, de/f. (6.3) 
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ProoJ Suppose (6.3) does not hold for some .Y~E X and some dE A. 
Then, there exist 6 >0 and C?E A such that 
u”(x) + k(d, c?) < u”(x), -x EB,(.%), (6.4) 
where, B,(x,)= {x~Xl.~--x~l <S}. We let 
& > sup Ud(X) - Ud(Xo). 
.YEBb(WiO) 
Take y as in Lemma 6.1, and define 
Y,,(X) = Y(-@) 
Then, 
@d(X) =u”(x) + 2&Y,(X - x0). 
Qd(x,) = Ud(Xo) + 2E > & + sup U”(X) > @d(y) +E, VY E aB,(x” ).
J E Ba( -2) 
Thus, by a result ofStegall [ 143, we have p E X*, such that 
Q”(X) + (p, .X) = Ud(X) + 2Ey,(X - X0) + (p, X) 
attains a local maximum at f~ B,(x,). Hence, by the definition of viscosity 
solution, we get 
max{AUd(i.)+ (2~Dy,(i--x,)+p, d,(i)+ g(&d))-,f(i,d), 
ud(a) - Md[u](i)) < 0. 
Thus, 
u”(g) < Md[u](i) G d(i) + k(d, d), 
which contradicts (6.4). 1 
Now, we turn to prove the uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose u= (u’, .. urn), v = (u’, . . urn) are uiscosify solu- 
tions of (HJ), . Then, u= O. 
Proof: Let y, /I be as in Lemma 6.1. Suppose 
N= max( bll, lbll 1,
bll PfBFo yGy bd(x)l. 
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For E > 0, x E X, we let y,(x) = Y(x/E). Define 
Qd(x, Y) = Ud(X) - vd(y) + SNy,(x - y), dgA. (6.5) 
There xists (x,, y,)~Xx X, such that 
yEa; Qd(xl, y,) 3sup max @(x, y) -E. r,y dEA (6.6) 
Then, set 
i(x, .Y)=B(x-x,3 Y-Y,), 
‘y”(x, Y) =@“(x, Y) + 24(X, Y) (6.7) 
- u”(x) - u”(y) + SNy,(x - y) + 2EQX, y), dEA. 
It isclear that for (x,y)~~,~{(~,y)~X~X~J~-x,~~+y-y~~~<1}, 
yEy Yd(x, Y) = yEa; @“(x7 Y) G y-y yf-y Qd(x, y) 
._ 
Sc+rnEa; @(x,, y,)=yEat !P(x,, y )-E. 
Thus, by a result ofStegall [ 141, there exist pE, qE E X*, such that 
IPE12+ lcL12<&2 (6.8) 
and maxden !P(x, y) - (p,, x) - (qc, y) attains its maximum over B, at 
(x,, y,) E4,. Without loss of generality, we assume 
wxo> Yo) =y>.J Yd(xo, NJ. (6.9) 
Then, for any x, y E X, d E A, 
Y”(x, y) < sup max Dd(x, JJ) + 2~ 
X.J ds/l 
<maxQd(x,, y,)+3e 
dsA 
< max Y’(x,, y,) +3~ 
dsA 
(6.10) 
~maxyd(x,,Yo)-(PE,xO-x1)-(qE,y0-yl)+3& 
de/t 
Q Y’(x,, yo) +4s. 
Similar to[B], we can get 
Ix0 -Yell = 4&), as E L 0. (6.11) 
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On the other hand, by (6.9), ‘Y’(x, y) - (pt. K) - (qL, y) attains its maxi- 
mum over 8, at (.x0, yO) EB,. Thus, 
max(~u’(xd+ (SNDy,(x,-y,)+2~D.i(x,, ~~)-p~, A,,(.~,)+g(x~. 1)) 
- f’(-K”, 11, u’(&J -~‘[ul(x,)} G 0 (6.12) 
max(It~‘(.v,)+ (~ND~‘,(-K,-Y,)-~ED,,~(.K,, yo)+q , d ,(.v,)+ g(yo, 1)) 
- f(.v”, 11, ol(.vo~-M’[ul(yo)} 20. (6.13) 
By Lemma 6.2, we have two cases. 
Case 1. o’(~~~)<M’[o](y,). Then, as in [S], we have from (6.12) and 
(6.131, 
E.(u’(x,) - o’(yfJ)) 
Q ~~<~Y,(% - Yo), ‘qY0) -A”,(-%) + g(y,, 1) -‘!z(-%, 1)) 
- 2&{ <~,i(-%, Yo), I, + g(&3. 1)) 
+ (~,.i(&l, ?)cd, A”,(Y,) + g(y,, 1)) !
+<P,.A”,w+g(.G3~ l))+(q~,A,,(!l,)+g(~,l, 1)) 
+f(-%3 1) -“mo> 1) 
+E(plAp,I +L)+LJx,-l’olcs 
=0(l) as E L 0. 
Thus, by (6.10), 
<o(l) as c L 0. 
Hence, Z/(,X) d uJ(x), for all dE A, x E A’. 
Case 2. Suppose u’(y,) = M’[o](y,). Then. without loss of generality. 
we can assume 
u’(y,)=t+o)+k(l, 2).
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Since u’(xO) G u2(x,,) + k(1,2) (by Lemma 6.2), wehave 
y22(xm Yo) =u2(xo) - u2hJ) +5W,(% - YCJ +MX~O, Yo) 
2 eo) - u’bcl) + 5W,(&J - Y,) +W%, Y,) 
= ‘y’h Y,) =y,“,” ‘ydh Y,). 
Then, arguing asin [6], we can complete our proof. 1
7. APPLICATION AND REMARK 
In this ection , we apply the results developed in the previous sections 
to an optimal switching problem for partial differential equ tions. 
Let dd be as in Section 2.Suppose 52 is a bounded omain in R” with 
smooth boundary 852. Consider the following switching problem: For given 
a= {e,, d,}p”,,Edd, 
-L&,x)= - 1 qh) 0: y(f, xl+dx, ~(6 xl, 4) in (ei, O , ) xQ 
181 < 2N
Ah xl =0 on (O,,O,+,)xaQ (7.1) 
YK4 xl = h(X), A~,, xl = de, - 0, xl, on Q i = 0, 2,... 
with cost functional 
Jd(a)= f 
[ 
j” f(y(s,.),d,~,)e-~“~+k(d,~,,d,)e-~’1 , 1 (7.2)i=l edmI 
where, as(x) are smooth real-valued f nctions f x E a, g: Sz xR x ,4 -+ IR, 
f: L’(Q) xA + OX, kis as in Section 2,A> 0, the operator Cls, G2N a&x@ 
is strongly elliptic (cf. [13]), i.e., 
(-lJN c +)5~alSIZN 
ISI 6 2N 
(7.3) 
for all xE 0, [ E R”, for some c > 0, and 
I&> YY 41 G Lcl, (x,y,d)EQxRxn, 
I&, Yv 4- dx, A4 GLolY- 319 XEQ, y, PER, dEA, 
MY(.), 41 d L, A.) -5 L*(Q), de4 
(7.4) 
V-M.), 4-f(P(*), 41G~lY-.?ltqf?), Y(.), Pt.1 E L2(Q), de/i. 
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The optimal switching problem is the following 
minimize Jd( a) over c( Ed” 
(7.5) 
~(t, x) subject to (7.1). 
Now, we can define D(A) = H’“(Q) n H:(Q), and for J’E D(A), define 
Ay = - c as(x) of y. (7.6) 
181 G 2~’ 
Also, let X= L’(Q). Then, we know (cf. [ 131) that A generates a CO-semi- 
group on X, which satisfies (2.1) for some w 3 0. Under this framework. 
(7.1) reads exactly as(PDE), and (7.4) implies all the conditions about J‘ 
and g we imposed in Section 2.Then, theoretically, problem (7.5) can be 
solved inthe following way: 
( 1) Find the unique viscosity solution uV of (HJ), for asequence ,u. 
(2) Find u(x) =lim, _r u,(x). 
(3) Determine anoptimal control a*by (3.8). 
It is not hard to consider problems ofthe following form 
$ y,(t) = AY,(~) + gb,(t), ~+~ci,(t), 41  e,<t<e,.,. 
(7.7 ) 
u,(O) = x, Y.&e, I=Y(O, - Oh i=o, 1, 2, . . . 
(~),d,_~)e-““ds+k(d,_,,d,)e-““1 1 (7.8 1 
where, w~,(.)EW(~,,~,+,) g {~:(0,,0~+i)+ W,, measurable andbounded) 
and W, c W, de A = ( 1,2, .. m }. W is some Banach space. Now the set of 
admissible controls with initial setting d is defined by
dd= {a= {0,, d,, wd,( .)};*=,). 
Also, we assume the similar conditions  f and g. Then, we will get he 
system of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the value function u(x) of the 
form 
max{Az/(.x)-(D&(X), Ax)+Hd(~,D~d(~)),~d(x-Md[~](~)}=O 
l<d<m, XED(A), (7.9 ) 
where 
Hd(x, P) = sup { - ( P, g(x, w, d) > - f(x, u’, d) }. 
W’E Wd 
(7.10) 
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Then, we can approximate th problem exactly asbefore and prove the 
convergence of the corresponding value functions. 
Finally, etus make some conclusions. The main contribution of this 
paper is the convergence of ur(. ) to u( e ), namely, the result ofTheorem 4.2. 
From the proof, wesee that if our switching parameter d also appears in
the operator A,i.e., replacing A by A(d) in (PDE), then the problem 
becomes much more complicated. But this ituation s very important 
because itcontains the optimal stopping problems a pointed out in [S]. 
We will discuss such acase as well as some other extensions in forthcoming 
papers [ 15-161. 
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